Introduction
Data stream processing presents new challenges not addressed by traditional DBMSs, and leads to the emergence of Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS), either as integral components of a DBMS (this paper ARGUS) or as stand-alone alternatives (most other work). ARGUS addresses the challenges with incremental evaluation methods for stream operators and an incremental multiple query optimization framework to build shared query evaluation plans (query networks).
DSMS presents the requirement of incrementally evaluating persistent query operators. A traditional DBMS operator operates on relations and the output is another relation. In contrast, a DSMS operator operates on streams and the output is another stream (selected, joined, projected, etc.). Stream operators and incremental evaluation algorithms were proposed in literature, such as [18, 10] . AR-GUS is the first system that implements a broad range of them, including selections, joins, aggregates, and set operators. At play are factors of 100X or more in efficiency, making the difference between practical systems and unscalable concept demonstrations.
Multiple query optimization (MQO) has been studied since 1980s but not widely applied in commercial DBMSs due to its NP-hardness and the transitory nature of DBMS queries. However, MQO is much more compelling in DSMSs. The optimization time, even if pseudo-optimal to avoid the NP-hardness barrier for absolute optimality, pays off and amortizes over the long run for the persistent DSMS queries. Moreover, in many real DSMS applications, new queries arrive intermittently and should be added asynchronously to the active query evaluation plan. To address both near-optimality and responsiveness to new query insertions, we developed effective incremental MQO (IMQO), operating over multiple incoming streams, and including the full query relational algebra on ARGUS.
IMQO requires to store the shared plan information, and needs to find the common computations between the new queries and the existing plan. ARGUS develops a comprehensive plan computation indexing and searching scheme for doing so. Further, ARGUS develops two sharing strategies to select the local optimal sharing paths. ARGUS also incorporates several query optimization techniques including join order optimization, conditional materialization, minimal column projection, and transitivity inference. Incorporating these techniques into the IMQO setting presents more challenges, nevertheless provides significant performance improvement over various types of queries. ARGUS implements these capabilities atop exiting DBMS systems, such as ORACLE, for immediate practical utility and to avoid need of replicating standard DBMS functionality.
Researchers have developed several DSMS prototypes, including STREAM [17, 4] , Aurora [2, 1] , TelegraphCQ [5] , NiagaraCQ [6, 7] , Gigascope [8] , Nile [11] , and CAPE [19] . Except NiagaraCQ, the other systems focus on developing execution engine, with emphasis on incremental evaluation methods and adaptive processing on scheduling and approximate answers. These prototypes scarcely address the incremental sharing and optimization. For example, the architecture of STREAM is designed to support large-scale queries, but the current implementation does not contain a sharing module. In contrast, ARGUS focuses on sharing, on multi-query optimization, and on the full relational algebra, including self-joins, which are beyond the current scope of systems such as STREAM.
NiagaraCQ [6, 7] is designed to handle large-scale queries and supports IMQO. Simple selection predicates are grouped by their expression signatures and evaluated in chains. Equi-join predicates can also be shared. However, it applies only shallow syntactic analysis and computation indexing at predicate level. This simplified approach also restricts the sharing path selection strategies (see Section 5.5).
TelegraphCQ [16] , implementing a different architecture around Eddies [3] , supports IMQO by grouping and indexing individual predicates. [15] describes the strategies to avoid too-much sharing which produces unnecessary intermediate results. Applying only shallow syntactic analysis, the indexing scheme does not identify complex common expressions, and thus misses the opportunity to perform many computation sharing operations.
In this paper, we describe the ARGUS architecture. Section 2 presents two query examples to illustrate the desirable sharing and optimization. Section 3 overviews the ARGUS architecture. Section 4 describes query network structures and incremental evaluation methods. Section 5 describes the query network generator architecture, and the incremental sharing procedure. Finally, Section 7 concludes with the future work.
Query Examples
We present two query examples to illustrate the desirable sharing and optimization including transitivity inference, query optimization, common computation identification, and sharing path selection.
Consider a query Q 1 on big money transfers for financial fraud detections. The query links big suspicious money transactions of type 1000, and generates an alarm whenever the receiver of a large transaction (over $1,000,000) transfers at least half of the money further within 20 days using an intermediate bank. The query is formulated as a 3-way self-join over the transaction stream F .
ARGUS adds two predicates (p4 and p6, marked with **) that can be inferred automatically [14] from predicates p2, p9, and p14 (marked with *). If the inferred predicates are selective, the performance could be significantly improved.
We classify the predicates into PredSets based on the table references: P 1 = {p1, p2}, P 2 = {p3, p4}, P 3 = {p5, p6}, P 4 = {p7, p8, p9, p10, p11}, and P 5 = {p12, p13, p14, p15, p16}. Figure 1(a) shows a query evaluation plan (or query network) for this single query. Because PredSet P 2 and P 3 are equivalent, they share the same node S1. Because P 2 and P 3 subsume P 1 (the result set of P 1 is always a subset of that of P 2 or P 3 ), thus P 1 can be better evaluated from node S1 instead of from the source node F . Assume P 4 and P 5 are equally selective, then the input size to P 4 is less than that of P 5 , thus P 4 is evaluated first for J1. Consider a second query Q 2 which is same to Q 1 except the time span is 10 days instead of 20 days. That is, p11 and p16 are changed to p17 : r2.tran date <= r1.tran date + 10 and p18 : r3.tran date <= r2.tran date + 10, respectively. And PredSets P 4 and P 5 are changed to P 6 = {p7, p8, p9, p10, p17} and P 7 = {p12, p13, p14, p15, p18}, respectively. Since P 6 is subsumed by P 4 , and P 7 is subsumed by P 5 , node J2 provides the superset of Q 2 's final results. So P 6 and P 7 can be evaluated from J2 as a selection PredSet P 8 = {p17, p18} to obtain S4, shown in Figure 1 
System Overview
An ARGUS continuous query is specified in SQL. Sliding windows, a feature commonly used in continuous queries, can be expressed by range predicates on timestamp attributes. ARGUS assumes the query conditions in whereclauses are expressed in a conjunctive normal form (CNF).
ARGUS is comprised of two components, Query Network Generator (NetGen) and Execution Engine (Engine), shown in Figure 2 . The NetGen generates the shared query network. And the engine runs the network, and produces new results if newly arrived stream tuples match the queries. The execution is scheduled periodically, but can also be invoked upon arrivals of new data. The engine utilizes the underlying DBMS query execution engine, particularly its primitive relation-operator support, to evaluate the query network to produce stream results. ARGUS breaks the multiple complex continuous queries into simple queries and assembles them into a shared logical plan (query network), and the DBMS runs the simple queries to produce the desired query results. In Section 4, we describe the query network structures, how they incorporate incremental evaluation methods, and how they are assembled to the code that can be executed by the DBMS engine. In Section 5, we describe query network generation.
Incremental Evaluation
A query network is a directed acyclic graph. Figure 3 shows an example, which evaluates four queries. The upper part evaluates Q 1 and Q 2 described in Section 2, and the lower part evaluates two sharable aggregate-then-join queries. Nodes J2, S3, J3, and S4 present the query results respectively.
Each network node is associated with two tables of the same schema. Figure 3 shows the tables of node F . One, called historical table, stores the historical data (original stream data for source nodes, and intermediate/final results for non-source nodes); and the other, called temporary table, temporarily stores the new data or results which will be flushed and appended to the historical table later. These tables are DBMS tables, their storage and access are controlled by the DBMS. In principle, we are only interested in temporary data because it presents the new query results. However, since some operators, such as joins and aggregates, have to visit the history to produce the new results, the historical data are also retained.
Select From F_temp Results go to S1_temp
Join S1_temp and S2_hist Join S1_hist and S2_temp Join S1_temp and S2_temp
Results go to J1_temp
Re-compute J3_hist from G1_hist and G2_hist; Compute J3_temp Aggregate F_temp, Results go to G2_temp; Update G2_temp from G2_hist
Non-Incremental Evaluation An arrow between nodes presents the evaluation of a set of operators on the parent node(s) to obtain the results stored in the child node. The operator set could be a set of selection predicates (selection PredSet), a set of join predicates (join PredSet), a set of GROUPBY expressions, or a set operator (UNION, set difference, etc.). Table 1 The operator sets are stream operator sets. They operate on streams and output other streams. ARGUS implements incremental evaluation methods for various stream operators including selection, join, aggregate, and set operators. Joins and aggregates are more complex and described below.
The new results of a 2-way join PredSet can be evaluated by three small joins. In Figure 3 , J1 temp can be obtained by S1 temp 1 S2 hist, S1 hist 1 S2 temp, and S1 temp 1 S2 temp. Performing these small joins is much faster than performing a large join on the whole data sets, (S1 hist + S1 temp) 1 (S2 hist + S2 temp), since the temporary tables are much smaller than the historical tables, |S1 temp| |S1 hist|, and |S2 temp| |S2 hist|.
An aggregate function, such as SUM, can be evaluated by adding the new tuple values to the accumulated old aggregate values instead of revisiting the entire parent historical table. In Figure 3 , G2 temp can be obtained by aggregating F temp tuples and then adding the old aggregate values from G2 hist to the aggregate values [12] .
Some operator sets can not be incrementally evaluated. Examples include holistic aggregates, such as quantiles [9] , and operators operating on non-incrementallyevaluated nodes. In the current implementation, we do not perform incremental evaluation on post-aggregate operators, e.g. the join node J3 in Figure 3 , because the system currently does not trace the updates of historical tables which occur in aggregates. We plan to do so in future.
Regardless a node can be incrementally evaluated or not, the way to populate its temporary table can be expressed by a set of simple SQL queries operating on its parent nodes and/or its own historical table.
Currently, the outdated data and results are dropped manually by periodical truncations. We plan to study automatical expiring in future.
Each node is associated with two pieces of code and a runtime Boolean flag. The first code, initialization code, is a set of DDL statements to create and initialize the historical and temporary tables. It is executed only once prior to the continuous executions of the query network. The second, execution code, is a PL/SQL code block that contains the simple queries to populate the temporary table. The Boolean flag is set to true if new results are produced. To avoid fruitless executions, the queries are executed conditioning on the new data arrivals in the parent nodes. Particularly, only when at least one parent flag is true, are the queries executed. There is a finer tuning on execution conditions for incremental joins depending on which parent's temporary table is used.
The nodes of the entire query network is sorted by the code assembler. Correspondingly, we get a list of execution code blocks. This list of code blocks are wrapped in a set of Oracle stored procedures. Then the stored procedures are scheduled periodical executions to produce new results.
The order of the query network nodes sorted by the code assembler needs to satisfy one constraint: the descendant nodes must follow their ancestor nodes. Any order that satisfies the requirement is called a minimal partial order (MPO). Traversing the entire network starting from the original stream nodes gives a legal MPO, but the method is not efficient, since it incurs many system catalog accesses. A better way is to retrieve and sort all node entries with one block system catalog access where each node is associated with a sort ID whose order renders an MPO. But any one-dimensional linear sort ID assignment confines to one restrict unchangeable order, which will not allow dynamic rescheduling, a useful adaptive processing technique that we plan to support in future.
To address such problems, we introduce a twodimensional sort ID assignment scheme. It partitions the network into local trees. The nodes in a local tree has the same join depth. A node's sort ID is a pair (JoinDepth, SequenceID). SequenceID defines the local order within the local tree. An MPO can be obtained by sorting on JoinDepth and then on SequenceID. Since multiple nodes may have the same JoinDepth and SequenceID, there are ties. Different tie resolution strategies render different MPO orders. In future, we want to apply additional information (locality) to choose optimal MPOs or rearrange MPOs for dynamic rescheduling.
Query Network Generator
ARGUS Query Network Generator (NetGen), shown in Figure 4 , generates and updates shared query network. Given a new query Q, NetGen performs eight steps to construct the optimal shared query network, as shown below. The construction preserves query equivalence; the shared query network produces the same results as of individual query plans.
1. The parser parses the query to a parse tree.
The transitivity inference module infers the hidden
predicates and adds them to the parse tree.
3. The canonicalizer canonicalizes predicates.
4. The predicate converter groups the predicates into PredSets.
5. The sharing module performs the sharing. It (a) searches the common computations between the parse tree and the query network R; (b) constructs a sharing plan which describes the optimal sharing path; (c) calls the plan instantiator to instantiate the sharing plan; (d) and rewrites the query parse tree to reference the shared node. Then the sharing module works on the rewritten parse tree until no more sharing can be performed.
6. The query optimizer generates an optimized plan for the remaining unsharable parse tree, calls the plan instantiator to instantiate the plan.
7. The plan instantiator indexes the computations, topologies, and columns, performs chained projection enrichment, generates code blocks, and creates nodes, as so requested by the sharing plan or the optimized plan.
8. The code assembler assembles the code blocks into executable stored procedures, and registers them with the execution engine. 
System Catalog
ARGUS indexes all query network related information in the system catalog, a set of DBMS relations. 2 The relations are classified into three categories: query network storage, coding storage, and query storage. Query network storage involves three indexing subcategories: computation relations (computation indexing); projection relations (column projection information); and topology relations(topological connections). Computation indexing is complex and has three levels [13] : canonicalized literal predicates, OR predicates (disjunction of literal predicates), and PredSets (conjunction of OR predicates).
Query Network Storage
Coding storage contains one relation, LinearNodeTable, for code assembler to construct the executable stored procedures. It stores for each node the initialization and execution code blocks, the two-dimensional sort ID, the Boolean flag, and the parent Boolean flag(s). Query storage stores the information related to the original continuous queries including the query texts, and the result tables.
Searching Algorithms
Several algorithms are needed to assemble the retrieved information from system catalog to formulate the conceptual sharable computations. Details are described in [13, 12] . Here we overview the functionalities.
Given a PredSet P Qi in the new query Q, the searching goal is to find a sharable node N whose PredSet P N subsumes P Qi , so that P Qi is either computed by N , or can be computed from N . We start the search from P Qi 's literal predicates. For each literal predicate ρ Qijk in an OR predicate p Qij of P Qi , we retrieve a set of sharable literal predicates {ρ RQijk }. Then an algorithm checks the relationship between p Qij and the system-catalog-indexed OR predicates that contain any of {ρ RQijk }. Once the sharable OR predicates {p RQij } are determined for each OR predicate p Qij in P Qi , a similar algorithm is called to find the sharable system-catalog-indexed PredSets {P RQi } for P Qi . Then we check the very original associations of {P RQi } to identify the sharable nodes {N }. The optimal N will be chosen by a sharing strategy based on estimated costs.
For aggregate functions, the sharable nodes can be identified by finding the nodes whose GROUPBY expression set is a superset of that of the query [12] . For set operator nodes, the sharable nodes can be identified by finding the nodes whose parent set is a subset of the query's parent set.
Canonicalization
Equivalent literal predicates can be expressed in different ways, such as t1.a < t2.b and t2.b > t1.a. To identify such equivalency, we introduce a canonicalization procedure. It converts the syntactically-different yet semantically-equivalent literal predicates into the same predefined canonical form. The literal predicates are indexed in the canonical forms. Then given a new query Q, its canonicalized literal predicates can be matched with the systemcatalog-indexed canonical literal predicates by exact string match.
Subsumption identification brings intricacy to the canonicalization. For example, we want to know that t1.a > 5 subsumes t1.a ≥ 10. To do that, we apply a 3-string canonical form: all column-reference items are moved to the left of the predicate, and the constant items to the right. The left side is canonicalized, and the right side is evaluated to reduce to a single constant. The canonical form is split into 3 attributes: the left side, the operator, and the constant right side. Then the subsumption identification is formulated as a query that looks up the system catalog on the attributes.
Column Projection
To save disk space and improve performance, only necessary columns are projected (Minimal Column Projection, or MCP). These columns include those appearing in the final results and those needed in further evaluation. The columns for further evaluation can be identified by looking at the column references in the not-yet-evaluated predicates and expressions in the where-clause, the groupby-clause, and the having-clause.
The realization of MCP becomes much more complicated when sharing is involved. When a sharable node N is identified and chosen, it may not contain all the necessary columns for the new query. We need to add the missing columns to N . N 's parent(s), denoted as a node set {M }, may not contain all the missing columns either. So we also need to add the missing columns to {M }, then to {M }'s parents, and so on. This branched back-tracing process is called chained projection enrichment. It is implemented in ARGUS to support both sharing and MCP.
Sharing Strategies
A sharing strategy specifies the criteria of choosing the optimal sharing path among multiple available ones. Since the exhaustive search for a global optimal sharing path is equivalent to MQO, we focus on local greedy search strategies.
ARGUS implements two local sharing strategies, matchplan and sharing-selection. Match-plan is also implemented in NiagaraCQ. It first generates an optimal plan for the single new query, then matches the sub-plans from bottom to the existing query network. On the other hand, sharingselection first identifies the sharable nodes and then chooses the optimal one based on cost estimates. Match-plan may fail to identify certain sharable computations by fixing the sharing path to the pre-optimized plan. Sharing-selection does not have such problem. In general, sharing-selection identifies more sharable paths than match-plan, and constructs more concise query networks which run faster.
Query Optimization
When a query or a part of the query can not be shared from the existing query network, the query optimizer generates an optimal plan for the unsharable computations. The major goal is to choose an optimal join order.
The query optimizer also decides whether or not a selection PredSet is materialized based on a threshold of its selectivity (default is 0.3). A selection PredSet should be materialized before a join if it is highly selective due to its significant reduction of the amount of data to be joined; otherwise, it should not be materialized, since the materialization overhead may exceed the data reduction benefit.
Transitivity inference is another optimization technique implemented in ARGUS, as shown in Section 2.
Experiment Highlights
We conducted the performance study on various techniques implemented in ARGUS on multiple databases. They show a range of improvements over general or specific types of queries. [14] shows up to 20-fold speed-up with incremental evaluation on selection/join queries and optimization techniques like transitivity inference and conditional materialization. [12] shows up to hundreds-fold speed-up on incremental evaluation and sharing on aggregate queries. [13] contains an evaluation on IMQO and shows up to 40-fold speed-up on highly-overlapped queries with IMQO and canonicalization. A representative result is shown in Figure 5 , demonstrating the effectiveness of IMQO and canonicalization. It measures the total execution time of shared query networks scaling over the number of queries. NonJoinS is the network constructed without join sharing; NonCanon is with sharing but no canonicalization; and AllSharing is with both sharing and canonicalization. 
Conclusion
Seeking practical solutions for matching highly dynamic data streams with multiple long-lived continuous queries becomes increasingly demanding. ARGUS, a stream processing system, addresses this problem by supporting incremental evaluation, query optimization, and IMQO. Particularly, ARGUS presents a comprehensive computa-tion indexing scheme to search general sharable computations. It introduces a canonicalization procedure to index semantically-equivalent predicates. It implements two local sharing path selection strategies. Beyond join order optimization, ARGUS implements several other optimization techniques, including conditional materialization, minimal column projection, and transitivity inference. Evaluations [14, 12, 13] on each single technique have shown significant performance improvement over general or specific queries, up to well over one hundred fold speed-up.
ARGUS is built atop a DBMS to provide the valueadding stream processing functionalities to existing database applications. However, its architecture is designed in mind to support DSMS engines as well and will be integrated with DSMSs as they maturate. Further, the architecture is designed to accommodate adaptive processing techniques, such as query re-optimization and dynamic rescheduling, which will be our future work.
